Volunteer Terms of Service
Volunteers with Street to Success are greatly appreciated. Street to Success adminsistrators
can provide registered and approved volunteers with professional references, public/community
service hours, and an amazing network of professionals in our area who want to help in this
community.
Street to Success volunteers are not paid staff members. Working with Street to Success is not
equivalent to being employed by Street to Success, its funders, partners, or any individuals
associated with Street to Success.
While, Street to Success may reimburse volunteers for monies spent on student activities,
program supports, transportation costs, or other material related to serving Street to Success
students, such reimbursement will be agreed upon in advance with the Program Director, Ray
Rover, and Site Directors.
This year, due to the effects of COVID19 and in an abundance of caution, volunteers will assist
with maintaining social distancing practices for students during the Street to Success activities
and tutoring sessions. While we are aware of the limitations associated with the practical
implementation of social distancing and mask-wearing as it relates to young students, these
behaviors will be strongly encouraged by volunteers and staff when possible. Volunteers will
also wear masks throughout the session when interacting within 6 feet of other staff or
volunteers, or when engaging with students. We ask volunteers to only wear cloth masks with
solid colors and no lettering, words, shapes, or symbols if at all possible. We will have
disposable masks available as well.
Volunteers who have had a fever within the past 48 hours are encouraged to stay home.
Volunteers will refrain from the use of vulgar or inappropriate language with or in the presence
of Street to Success students, including but not limited to the use of cuss words.
Volunteers agree to tell the Site Director times and dates they can work and be sure to arrive on
the dates and times they have agreed to with the Site Director. Volunteers agree to call or text
Site Directors if they cannot keep their scheduled day(s) to work as soon as they realize they
may have a conflict within their schedule and are unable to attend the Street to Success
afterschool program.
Volunteers are highly valued with Street ot Success. It is important that concerns are addressed
appropriately. If you have a concern while tutoring or serving in any capacity that supports
Street to Success, please first bring them to the attention of the site director.
Once local efforts to address volunteer concerns are exhausted please contact the head of
Street to Success, Ray Rover at RayRover33@yahoo.com. Additionally, parents and
volunteers can connect with support through our website at https://www.stsuccess.org/contact.

